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Chapter 1 : Rhyme - Examples and Definition of Rhyme
In poetry, rhythm is expressed through stressed and unstressed syllables. Take the word, poetry, for example. The first
syllable is stressed, and the last two are unstressed, as in PO-e-try.

Rhyme Rhyme Definition A rhyme is a repetition of similar sounding words, occurring at the end of lines in
poems or songs. A rhyme is a tool utilizing repeating patterns that bring rhythm or musicality to poems. This
differentiates them from prose , which is plain. A rhyme is employed for the specific purpose of rendering a
pleasing effect to a poem , which makes its recital an enjoyable experience. Moreover, it offers itself as a
mnemonic device, smoothing the progress of memorization. For instance, all nursery rhymes contain rhyming
words in order to facilitate learning for children, as they enjoy reading them, and the presence of repetitive
patterns enables them to memorize them effortlessly. We do not seem to forget the nursery rhymes we learned
as children. Below are a few nursery rhyme examples with rhyming words in bold and italics: Yes sir, yes sir,
three bags full! One for the master, one for the dame, And one for the little boy who lives down the lane.
Perfect Rhyme A perfect rhyme is a case in which two words rhyme in such a way that their final stressed
vowel, and all subsequent sounds, are identical. For instance, sight and light, right and might, and rose and
dose. General Rhyme The term general rhyme refers to a variety of phonetic likenesses between words.
Syllabic Rhymeâ€” Bottle and fiddle, cleaver and silver, patter and pitter are examples of syllabic rhyme:
Imperfect Rhyme â€” Wing and caring, sit and perfect, and reflect and subject are examples of imperfect
rhyme. This is a rhyme between a stressed and an unstressed syllable. Assonance or Slant Rhyme exists in
words having the same vowel sound. In such case, the final syllables have the same spellings, but are
pronounced differently, such as cough and bough, and love and move. Types of Rhyme According to Position
Classification of rhymes may be based on their positions, such as the following examples of rhyme. Tail
Rhyme This is the most common type of rhyme. It occurs in the final syllable of a verse or line. Holo-rhyme
This is a type of rhyme in which all the words of two entire lines rhyme. Cross rhyme This refers to matching
sounds at the ends of intervening lines. Function of Rhyme As discussed above, a rhyme serves two distinct
functions in the art of writing poetry: It gives poetry a typical symmetry that differentiates poetry from prose.
It makes recital of poetry a pleasurable experience for the readers, as the repetitive patterns render musicality
and rhythm to it. Auden gives his views on the function of rhyme and other tools of prosody , saying that these
are like servants that a master uses in the ways he wants.
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As poetry rap can often be characterized by word-play relying on colloquialism, innuendo, false rhyme, alliteration and
basically 'everything including the kitchen sink' of a verbal natureâ€”to present ideas in raw, street-wise gang-influenced
contexts of impoverished urban life.

Rhythm and Poetry Is rap music really a threat to society? Are these lyrics laced with venom? Are they
corrupting young minds? In my opinion, rap is actually just as relevant a music genre as rock or reggae. But in
my opinion, rap is actually just as relevant a music genre as rock, reggae or anything else! Sure, most
mainstream rap today is violent, drug-filled rants with an annoying voice to a beat more fit for pop or techno
music, but back before I was born, and a little bit after that, rap music was something to be taken seriously.
When it first started, rap music was intelligent, thoughtful social commentary like the stanza above, even
though it was a posthumous 2Pac release. For young men, and sometimes women, rap told their stories and
their music as an outpouring of emotion. Their "rap" consisted of their stories about poverty in the ghetto and
frustration with discrimination -- it was an outlet of emotion against the ghetto, corrupt police and everything
else that stood in the way of their ascent in society. The cursing and controversial lyrics to many people were
just violent and rude ways to get attention; to me, they were trying to get their point across and show their true
feelings. Rappers are, without a doubt, the fastest of all singers; another way that this form of music is unique.
Most interesting though, is how they are able to "freestyle" -- that is, make up rhymes with a story, on a beat,
on the spot. For those looking for a quick and catchy beat and creative lyrics sung at a brisk yet understandable
pace, look no further than some rap music! Unfortunately, all rap is not so wonderful, particularly present-day
mainstream rap. To those who value human intelligence and dignity, I hope you try your best to make it
through this next stanza. This song went double platinum in the United States. Why am I so negative against
Tyga and his mainstream rap companions? After all, I was just praising 2Pac and Nas, and they curse about as
much as Tyga. Keep your mind on your money, Enroll in school, And as the years pass by You can show them
fools. Still looking for a rich man you dug a ditch, Got your legs up trying to get rich. The difference is, 2Pac
managed to speak a world more on the topic than Tyga did, despite both of them rapping about disrespected
women. Despite the immense talent and creativity of these rappers, there is no escaping the fact that they are
disrespectful to mostly everyone. That means that whenever you listen to a rap, think about what goes on
behind these words.
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Rhythm in Poetry - The Basics When you read rhyming poetry, one of the things you might notice is how the words often
have a nice rhythmical quality. That is, there is a pattern to the rhythm of the words that makes them fun to say and easy
to remember.

Rhythm occurs in all forms of language, both written and spoken, but is particularly important in poetry The
most obvious king of rhythm is the regular repetition of stressed and unstessed syllables found in some poetry.
Writers also create rhythm by repeating words and phrases or even by repeating whole lines and sentences, as
Walt Whitman does in "Song of Myself": I hear the sound I love, the soung of the hyman voice, I hear all
sounds running together, combined, fused, or following, Sounds of the city and sounds out of the city, sounds
of the day and night, Talkative young ones to those that like them, the loud laugh of work-people at their
meals People often use a combination of two words to describe regular rhythm or meter. For example, you
might refer to the meter of a sonnet as iambic pentameter The first word, such as iambic, refers to the beat
pattern, in this case an unaccented syllable followed by an accented syllable the most common in English. The
second refers to the length of the line. In the case of pentameter we mean five feet or ten syllables, long.
Below are some commonly used words to describe the meter of regular poetry. The most common units "feet"
of rhythm in English are: The iamb, consisting of two syllables, only the second accented as in "good-bye"
The trochee, two syllables, only the first accented as in "awful" The anapest, three syllables, with only the
third stressed as in "Halloween" The dactyl, one stressed syllable followed by two unstressed as in
"wonderful" The spondee, two consecutive syllables that are both stressed as in "big deal" Many American
poets in the past thirty years have written poetry using everyday language, and because much American
speech is iambic in pattern, the poetry shows a lot of iambic rhythm. Rhythm or "measure" in writing is like
the beat in music. In poetry, rhythm implies that certain words are produced more force- fully than others, and
may be held for longer duration. The repetition of a pattern of such emphasis is what produces a "rhythmic
effect. For example, almost every telephone conversation ends rhythmically, with the conversants
understanding as much by rhythm as by the meaning of the words, that it is time to hang up. Well I gotta go
now. Okay, see you later. In poems, as in songs, a rhythm may be obvious or muted. Fat black bucks in a
wine-barrel room Barrel-house kings, with feet unstable, Sagged and reeled and pounded on the table,
Pounded on the table, Beat an empty barrel with the handle of a broom, Hard as they were able Boom, boom,
BOOM, With a silk umbrella and the handle of a broom, Boomlay, boomlay, boomlay, BOOM. For example,
read aloud the following lines a few times: A chimney, breathing a little smoke. The pink of five tulips at five
P.
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Through rhythm and poetry, hip-hop has endeavored to address racism, education, sexism, drug use, and spiritual uplift.

Then Rakim showed us that you could put rhymes within a rhyme In , an American hip-hop collective from
Atlanta , Migos , popularized this flow, and is commonly referred to as the "Migos Flow" a term that is
contentious within the hip-hop community. Enunciation is essential to a flowing rap; some rappers choose also
to exaggerate it for comic and artistic effect. An MC with poor breath control cannot deliver difficult verses
without making unintentional pauses. Raps are sometimes delivered with melody. The Midwestern group
Bone Thugs-n-Harmony was one of the first groups to achieve nationwide recognition for using the
fast-paced, melodic and harmonic raps that are also practiced by Do or Die , another Midwestern group.
Another rapper that harmonized his rhymes was Nate Dogg , a rapper part of the group In certain hip-hop
subgenres such as chopped and screwed , slow-paced rapping is often considered optimal. The current record
for fastest rapper is held by Spanish rapper Domingo Edjang Moreno, known by his alias Chojin, who rapped
syllables in one minute on December 23, MC can often be used as a term of distinction; referring to an artist
with good performance skills. James Brown had the lyrics, moves, and soul that greatly influenced a lot of
rappers in Hip-Hop, and arguably even started the first MC rhyme. Hammer and later marketed it on his debut
album Feel My Power. This confusion prompted the hip-hop group A Tribe Called Quest to include this
statement in the liner notes to their album Midnight Marauders: The use of the term MC when referring to a
rhyming wordsmith originates from the dance halls of Jamaica. At each event, there would be a master of
ceremonies who would introduce the different musical acts and would say a toast in style of a rhyme, directed
at the audience and to the performers. He would also make announcements such as the schedule of other
events or advertisements from local sponsors. The term MC continued to be used by the children of women
who moved to New York City to work as maids in the s. These MCs eventually created a new style of music
called hip-hop based on the rhyming they used to do in Jamaica and the breakbeats used in records. MC has
also recently been accepted to refer to all who engineer music. In addition to party raps, rappers also tend to
make references to love and sex. Biggie , and dead prez are known for their sociopolitical subject matter.
Tupac Shakur was also known for rapping about social issues such as police brutality , teenage pregnancy ,
and racism. Other rappers take a less critical approach to urbanity, sometimes even embracing such aspects as
crime. Schoolly D was the first notable MC to rap about crime. Ice-T was one of the first rappers to call
himself a "playa" and discuss guns on record, but his theme tune to the film Colors contained warnings against
joining gangs. Gangsta rap , made popular largely because of N. A , brought rapping about crime and the
gangster lifestyle into the musical mainstream. Materialism has also been a popular topic in hip-hop since at
least the early s, with rappers boasting about their own wealth and possessions, and name-dropping specific
brands: Various politicians, journalists, and religious leaders have accused rappers of fostering a culture of
violence and hedonism among hip-hop listeners through their lyrics. Others have praised the "political
critique, innuendo and sarcasm" of hip-hop music. Christian rap is currently the most commercially successful
form of religious rap. Literary technique Rappers use the literary techniques of double entendres , alliteration ,
and forms of wordplay that are found in classical poetry. Similes and metaphors are used extensively in rap
lyrics; rappers such as Fabolous and Lloyd Banks have written entire songs in which every line contains
similes, whereas MCs like Rakim, GZA , and Jay-Z are known for the metaphorical content of their raps.
Rappers such as Lupe Fiasco are known for the complexity of their songs that contain metaphors within
extended metaphors. Diction and dialect This section relies largely or entirely on a single source. Relevant
discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help improve this article by introducing citations to
additional sources. Kool Moe Dee claims that he appealed to older audiences by using a complex vocabulary
in his raps. Some artists, like the Wu-Tang Clan, develop an entire lexicon among their clique.
African-American English has always had a significant effect on hip-hop slang and vice versa. The Nation of
Gods and Earths , aka The Five Percenters, has influenced mainstream hip-hop slang with the introduction of
phrases such as "word is bond" that have since lost much of their original spiritual meaning. Preference toward
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one or the other has much to do with the individual; GZA, for example, prides himself on being very visual
and metaphorical but also succinct, whereas underground rapper MF DOOM is known for heaping similes
upon similes. In still another variation, 2Pac was known for saying exactly what he meant, literally and
clearly. Freestyle and battle This section relies largely or entirely on a single source. January There are two
kinds of freestyle rap: When freestyling, some rappers inadvertently reuse old lines, or even "cheat" by
preparing segments or entire verses in advance. Therefore, freestyles with proven spontaneity are valued
above generic, always usable lines. Battle rapping , which can be freestyled, is the competition between two or
more rappers in front of an audience. The strongest battle rappers will generally perform their rap fully
freestyled. This is the most effective form in a battle as the rapper can comment on the other person, whether it
be what they look like, or how they talk, or what they wear. It also allows the rapper to reverse a line used to
"diss" him or her if they are the second rapper to battle. This is known as a "flip". Jin The Emcee was
considered "World Champion" battle rapper in the mids. Please help improve this section by adding citations
to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. UK garage music has begun to focus
increasingly on rappers in a new subgenre called grime which emerged in London in the early s and was
pioneered and popularized by the MC Dizzee Rascal. Hyphy is the latest of these spin-offs. It is typified by
slowed-down atonal vocals with instrumentals that borrow heavily from the hip-hop scene and lyrics centered
on illegal street racing and car culture. Unlike the majority of hip-hop artists, all their music is performed live
without samples, synths, or drum machines, drawing comparisons to The Roots and Rage Against the
Machine. Bhangra , a widely popular style of music from Punjab, India has been mixed numerous times with
reggae and hip-hop music. There is also deaf rap artist Signmark.
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Rhythm vs. Meter. It's easy to confuse rhythm and meter in poetry. Meter is the basic plan of the line; rhythms are how
the words actually flow, often with the meter, but sometimes varying from it.

Types of Rhythm English poetry makes use of five important rhythms. Each unit of these types is called foot.
Here are the five types of rhythm: It consists of two syllables, the first of which is not stressed, while the
second syllable is stressed. It has two syllables, the first of which is strongly stressed, while the second
syllable is unstressed, as given below: They have three syllables; where the first two syllables are not stressed,
and the last syllable is stressed. If I take, my life is at stake, I know though. Bill acts brilliantly, hence he
wants to stay at Holly With us they will see they do not need Never stop doing best till you reach the top if
you want to find hope. A mouse is hiding in their house. The goat is eating in the boat. She made a star on her
car. This rat is fat. Nina liked the ball in a mall. How do you pray looking at the tray? Examples of Rhythm in
Literature Example 1: In the above lines the stressed syllables are expressed in bold. Stressed pattern is shown
in capitals. Prithee why so pale? Here, the stressed or accented syllables of trochaic pattern are shown in
bold-face type. This poem gives a strong rhythmical effect. Trochees are perfectly used in this poem by
William Blake. Will There Really Be a Morning? Is there such a thing as day? Could I see it from the
mountains If I were as tall as they? Has it feet like water-lilies? Has it feathers like a bird? Is it brought from
famous countries. The poet has used trochees, giving a strong rhythm to the poem. Notice in this first stanza ,
the accented syllables are emphasized. Roethke has used three iambs, or three beats per line, giving the poem
regular rhythmic flow. By the North Sea By A. It adds to the rhythm, yet it carries a subdued effect. That
courage like a rock, which she Has no more need of, and I have. This rhythm is catchy because the poet first
sets the rhythm, and then breaks it in the last few syllables. It makes the reading smooth and melodious.
Function of Rhythm Rhythm in writing acts as beat does in music. The use of rhythm in poetry arises from the
need to express some words more strongly than others. They might be stressed for a longer period of time.
Hence, the repeated use of rhythmical patterns of such accent produces rhythmical effect, which sounds
pleasant to the mind as well as to the soul. In speech, rhythm is used unconsciously to create identifiable
patterns. Moreover, rhythm captivates the audience and readers alike by giving musical effect to a speech or a
literary piece.
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Is rap music really a threat to society? Are these lyrics laced with venom? Are they corrupting young minds? In my
opinion, rap is actually just as relev.

With guidance and support from adults, use a variety of digital tools to produce and publish writing, including
in collaboration with peers. Rhythm and Rhyme Introduction 20 minutes Sound patterns in poetry give it a
rhythmic quality. Poems with both rhythm and rhyme can be more enjoyable to read - especially for younger
students. Prosody is important in all forms of literary text, including poetry. Therefore, students need to
understand the rhythmic quality of poetry in order to read poems fluently. Read a poem with rhythm out loud
to hook students into the lesson. In turn, students are drawn into the lesson by the video enactments. In this
lesson, my Sound Devices Flipchart focuses on the rhythm and rhyme of poetry. Students are assessed for
prior knowledge in the first few slides, and, for my class, I discovered that most students are familiar with
rhymes. However, the connection between syllables in words and the rhythm was not common knowledge to
students. I usually begin by clapping the syllables of their names so that students understand the rhythm in
words. We begin by analyzing various poetry samples that demonstrate its rhythm and rhyme. Doing this
activity together models my expectations and focus of this activity to students. Background knowledge is
important for students to make sense of their learning. Students enter with different life experiences and
knowledge into this lesson. Part of the flip chart is to assess what students already know. We share
information from peers and the teacher to fill in the gaps so students understand the basic foundational
knowledge of what characterizes a rhythm and rhyme in a poem. Common Core encourages this type of
discussion and communication of knowledge through collaborative efforts. Depth in knowledge can only be
attained once students dig deeper below the surface. Read a poem with rhythm out loud Sound Devices
Flipchart Create Your Own 20 minutes Now, students are paired and asked to create poems similar to our
samples. Their poems must contain rhymes and a pattern of 7, 5, 7 syllables per stanza. We review the
terminology of words like stanza, verse, line, couplet, rhyme, rhythm. Once I conduct a formative assessment
that students understand this activity, I encourage them to take ownership of this lesson. I facilitate as needed
as students work in pairs creating their poem. I ask students to perform the more rigorous task of "creating"
their own poem. There is much more rigor to creating a poem than merely remembering, understanding, or
applying what they learn from this type of poetry. Creating requires students to synthesize information,
generate hypotheses, and develop new ideas that is relevant to them. Thus, students are deeply immersed in
understanding how words and structure of poetry can add meaning and rhythm.
Chapter 7 : RAP abbreviation stands for Rhythm And Poetry
By The Poetry Center, John Timpane. Rhythm is the pattern of stresses in a line of verse. When you speak, you stress
some syllables and leave others unstressed. When you string a lot of words together, you start seeing patterns.

Chapter 8 : Rhythm and Meter in English Poetry
Poems with both rhythm and rhyme can be more enjoyable to read - especially for younger students. Prosody is
important in all forms of literary text, including poetry. Therefore, students need to understand the rhythmic quality of
poetry in order to read poems fluently.

Chapter 9 : 14 Rhyme Poems - Funny Rhyming Poems
Rhythm Poems. Below are examples of poems about rhythm. This list of poetry about rhythm is made of PoetrySoup
member poems. Read short, long, best, famous, and modern examples of rhythm poetry. This list of works about rhythm
is a great resource for examples of rhythm poems and show how to write.
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